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“The All of Creation is calling all of Itself in to complete its own greater
purposes. This vastness is ‘home’, and each miniscule part of Itself has a
home within this vast home.”
“We are developing our self-identification as spiritual beings and not as
human beings. Our greater spiritual selves are completing their
learning of lower levels of density. Where there is a mutuality of
spiritual evolution, our greater totality moves further into its evolution
as creator beings.”
“Please remember, being humanly embodied or not, being confused
about ones true nature or not, does not affect or define the true reality
of ones true nature.”

NOTE:
This new “A-List” Update series is like a preface to something more that is in the
process of being composed as it is happening. Please feel free to skip through
these as you like. Some were posted to the NES forums, others were not.
-ASK
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Preface
It is challenging enough for some to detach and decouple from the “matrix world
disorder” as it is nearly universal, ubiquitous at every turn. In some respects, one can
glide through such surrealness, as if a “stranger in a strange land”, always reminding
oneself not to take anything back with you from that world. This may sound a bit strange
if you are buying groceries. But the point here is non-attachment, not necessarily a literal
practice, unless you have sworn off food! Be careful “gliding around” that you pay
attention to where you are. This makes the practice of consciously being here and not
being here very interesting. Sometimes the expanded states of awareness can actually
make it easier to do the dumb stuff one may need to do if one has a regular job or client
obligations. There will be times when you will feel more in an easy flow, very little
thought or effort is required to get anything done. All the while, it is as if there is muffled
activity all around you.
I recall one time walking with two friends down a small village street after hours. There
were shops with holiday decorations (Halloween I think) and everything was surreal. I
felt like I was in a museum exhibit of human-Earth circa late 20th century. Really. Of
course this was part of our intention. Besides, the two people I was with were not exactly
“regular” humans.

Coping
Many years ago, I found that it easiest and least stressful to project a type of
virtual “me” when I needed to interact with other humans. So while my higher
level “me” was projecting something into this realm via a human presence, my
human presence found it necessary to project variations to protect itself when
interacting with others. This is not the same as an unhealthy psychopathology
when it is done in this manner. Most humans simply cannot handle a full range of
expression and usually this needs to channeled one way or another.
For me, this was more than simply “dressing the part” (formal business usually
required suitable clothing) – those who did not know me as a consultant or
executive but who thought I was an another eco-organic nature lover saw a
different “me”, including the right clothing attire, etc. There were those who only
knew me through horsemanship saw only that (including the attire), etc. Like a
closet full of different clothing, different people would only see what facets of me
would be most appropriate to their frames of reference. Where there was a
sufficient trust relationship, then another facet of me would be presented to other
parties. Perhaps.
Later when I could trim my “virtual wardrobe” down, there was the “informal
me” for limited local interaction at the village stores, the “private me” that only
one or two others would be allowed to know, and the “visionary futurist director”
that staff and a selected peer group would know. Today in the human world,
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there is only a vestige of the old public “me” on rare occasions and there is the
“me” that needs to project itself outward.
As a possible coping strategy, I suggest that if one needs to interact with people
around specific proscribed activities, consider designing for an “encounter suit”
for yourself. Perhaps a few models, especially if one gets damaged or stained in
the course of interacting with people. This will help minimize these problems.
Once you understand enough of the human emotional terrain and dysfunction,
why invoke or provoke it without good reason? Like a virtual computer desktop,
if the virtual “you” is compromised, you can delete it and conjour up a new
version.
Most humans unconsciously acquire an “encounter suit” –but it is one projected
onto them by others and unconsciously they try to maintain and improve upon it.
Eventually they are so unaware of this, that they begin to think that this is what
defines them as a human “self”. So they try to live up to others expectations and
projections at home, work, school, etc. The result is usually pain and suffering.
So consider this as an interim strategy in coping with an environment that
temporarily you have some requirement to interact with practically. Before
graduating from your human vehicle and its surreal environment, might it be
interesting and instructive to have short experience of being more in charge, even
if for a short while?
-ASK
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Hemispheric Polarities and Oneness
October 1, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5448.html#msg5448

Much has been written about the bi-cameral brain.
While much has been observed of brain activity through the use of sophisticated
technology, very little is understood about true consciousness since most
"scientists" pursue mechanistic electro-bio-chemical models while continuing to
look to the brain as the center of consciousness. Of course, it is not the center or
seat of the soul. Such an orientation reflects the influence of the dark side that
has for aeons pursued ways to control the soul and through that, the True Light of
Creation. (In past articles we have discussed how the human vehicle became one
of the avenues that the dark focused upon as a way to attract, trap, and control
the Light of Creator.)
There are various ways the "split" brain can be unified, including various medical
conditions, meditation/intention, or the use of technology such as brainwave
entrainment.
The most efficient is meditation/intention. “Meditation” does not mean you have
to cause pain to your body from ridiculous poses or chant some strange sounds
that may be inviting in stuff you would not want in your field. Your meditation
can be a continuous, daily intention that you keep updating or refreshing while
you “pay attention” to everything that is truly important in your inner
experience/knowing. Yes, various brainwave entrainment effects can support
this process, but for most people it does not. Partly because most people lack the
needed discrimination to test these things –and partly this does not work because
for most people, they simple “zone out” and go into la-la dreamland. Focused
attention and intention are always key, whether you are being aided by psychoacoustic or other “technologies”.
As I see from occasional letters from people, there are those who are still looking
outside their own fields for the latest titillating channeled nonsense, the latest in
end-time conspiracies, or imminent “rescue” by aliens, some jesus-figure, or
whatever. This reflects a fundamental inability to keep ones “eye on the ball” –in
this case, the “ball” refers to what we have discussing in recent years. To wit,
ones completion and spiritual learning from 3d and beyond, the higher
“correction energies”, and opening ones own “thread” to the higher Oneness.
As those who have “been there” know, the higher Light and true Oneness
dissolves or replaces the artificial and temporary (temporal) separations and
polarities of dark origin.
The “healing” that takes place is not a merging of that which is of the Dark with
the Light, (such notions are also distortions) --rather it is the replacement of all
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that has been so very wrong and un-right for too long with “That Which Has
Always Been”. Once a human self has “tasted” the difference, it becomes easier to
recognize truth from falsehood. In each new recognition, this process grows in
capacity. Eventually, much of what is false drops away from ones inner and outer
“seeing” and much of what is true and Real comes into clearer view to ones inner
and outer “seeing”. This is what happens when one maintains a steady and clear
intention. And yes, this can occur even while driving a car or going to the
mailbox!
-ASK
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Notes on the Matrix World Disorder

Righteous Delusions
October 15th or thereabouts

“V for Vendetta” masks are growing in popularity, but how ironic that a symbol of
confused and misdirected retribution requires that a royalty be paid for each
mask produced to comply with its ownership by a major Hollywood movie
company! And how ironic that “OWS” “protesters” in NYC overall support Obama
and say he is “doing a good job”. More to the point, it illustrates yet again how
there is no social revolution and what is being passed off as this being managed
just as the mass “protests” were in the Middle East, Euro-Russia, and Africa. I
suppose all those years of fraudulent “save the world” global music marathons
served well to condition people to further easy deceptions. After all, those efforts
only served to sell the musical wares of huge record conglomerates and enrich the
performance stars – all the while taking the energy of large numbers of
undiscerning people.
This is probably a good place to emphasize that those “leading figures” as they
have been so conveniently highlighted and interim media “faces” – and the heavy
use of police agent provocateurs who initially appear as “protesters”, perhaps as
flamboyant figures being arrested, will be what “leads” the false social
“revolution” in the USA, Europe and most other countries. A similar pattern has
been used with great success in many countries from South/Central America
from decades ago to Northern Africa/Middle East and the Eurosian former Soviet
republics in more recent years. Where does this lead? One obvious direction is
toward engineered social chaos to which greater levels of police and mind/meme
control will be supported by enough of the populace.
There are some who are reading this who still listen or read the presentations of
various “alternative” leaders who are crafted to appear as spiritual-social-political
progressives. So are there any leaders or organizations or ideologies that
represent a “positive future” for humans? As I have tried to explain in previous
articles, I am not aware of any, nor do I see any basis for any genuine social
movement of change that leads to a more evolved human state of being. I do see
the basis for intentional cooperative communities here and there, some dispersed
in larger populations, some land based. But these are not the future of humans
either, only a transitional way for social being that is deliberately removed form
the mainstream mass society as much as possible.
So what is there? For those who are not ready for spiritual evolution but who are
aware of something of nature of the control system, it is a very difficult space to
be. It is like the expression that a little knowledge can be dangerous.
If you are focused on making it through these coming years, cooperative
community or more spiritually aware conscious community is the place to be.
-ASK
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The “Alien Menace” Revisited
October 15 or thereabouts
This short set of comments is to offer a different perspective on the “ET-alien
problem”, one that originates from the larger correction energies and has the
benefit of a coherent Intelligence of an immense cosmic being in whose “body”
the Earth is like a small particle.
“Alien warfare” was on the agenda this morning.
As readers know, I have advised against involvement – opposition or support –
for any of the non-human “alien” presences or in silly human debates over silly
human speculations. The only ones one might pay attention to are those that you
truly and directly know are already linked to an aspect of “you” that has been
closely connected to specific “alien/ET” races, and so they might be considered
like long-lost “family”. But that is private matter amongst the “all of you”.
Otherwise, there is no point in getting all twisted into a knot over of all the
speculations about ET/alien agendas. Including some of the astral level mindgames that have been exposed by some who have more lucid of conscious during
these (usually) sleep states. I will say again that the “exopolitics” and “disclosure”
groups are all linked to the dark side control systems – human and otherwise –
and that their leading spokespeople/reporters are disinformation or misdirection
agents. This also includes those presenting as “indigenous” spokespeople since
many of those cultures were long ago abandoned by their “revered” ET/alien
ancestors.
The main thing to be alert for is the possibility of the start of an “alien threat” war
meme. This would be closely coupled to the liars and story spinners who operate
under various umbrellas, notably “disclosure” and “exopolitics”. One of the main
underlying agendas is to provide “credible” sounding support for a larger than life
threat to facilitate a greater level of subservience to the global elite. “We” human
versus “they” aliens. As Tonto might have said in the “Lone Ranger”, what do
you mean “we”, Kimosabe? This whole meme package in turn dovetails with an
emerging “human sovereignty” tendencies –and the whole ball of wax leads right
back to a makeover of the arch-level Dark forces. Such a clever lot they are.
Sorry, no sacred cows.
-ASK
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Bifurcations on the Path
October 18, 2011
This was largely in reply to some correspondence that turned into something
unexpected in its complexity. The correspondence touched on what I have been
paying most attention to recently and that which I am attempting to describe for
these new Updates. My comments may not be the most “welcome” however.
To summarize one theme, those who are the most spiritually aware and choose to
continue on such a path, eventually find that they cannot “have it both ways”
under the present reality paradigm. We can only for a limited time engage with
the material systems of humans and pursue such notions as “security” or
“success” or “well-being” in this realm. Eventually a decision is needed whether
to pursue a highly expanded states of awareness and energies –or remain “safe
and secure” and “successful” and deluded.
Sooner or later, Falsehood and Truth are found to be incompatible for those on
such a path. This is also true for those who have acquired some relative wealth
and material “success”.
Eventually, for those who are more aware, major choices are required. Most
humans default to setting such things aside until age or decrepitude set in. But
this is not the case for those on a spiritual evolutionary path.
So I would turn your questions and comments back to you: Consider what does it
really matter what the detailed plans are of the human PTB? Whatever they are,
they offer nothing for humans to look forward to. I have no reason to expect
anything in the human social realm to improve for the better, only to disintegrate
into more chaos; the more chaos, the more easily people can be manipulated.
Naturally people are going to be more and more upset and angry and crazed as
they try to grasp at an existence that has been a falsehood based on falsehoods.
And they are not really aware of the most terrible of the deceptions. Some are
barely aware of the nature of the TPTB control systems. As they become more
aware of the deeper deceptions, most will become angry while others may more
quietly withdraw. Most will never understand of course. This is why the larger
social order deceptions such as “9-11” will never be known and why people will
endlessly debate who did what, how, and why. The real truth behind these things
tugs at the core of the falsehoods of this reality and the falsehoods of memory
that have been used to control countless generations of people in so many large
and small ways. As this thread is followed, the very nature of the human self is
called in to question; thus real truth can be so frightening and clever stories
become preferred.
For those who are somewhat aware of the control systems, it is always best to
avoid direct conflict with humans over this or with the agents of the system, just
as certainly do not walk out in front of an oncoming bus.
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To put it differently, the powers-that-be manipulate their system to benefit their
agendas, they also know they cannot maintain their system as they have before,
and they also know that there are some big things occurring that they have
absolutely no control over.
Yes, there are spiritual changes to this reality but these are not presently directed
at anything specific in the human political-economic and social control realm.
In more complex concentrations of humans a techno-Orwellian police state has
emerged, in other less complex areas brutal oppression is still the norm. Nothing
really has changed and “the empire continues” –until it is over and finished. But
it will not be ended by any human social-political “revolution”. It cannot be. But
it will be ended by other means. The internal dynamics of human social-political
revolution only serve to perpetuate the core dynamics of the dark control systems
on earth. Only the appearances change and there is no extant political-economic
ideology that represents spiritual truth. By definition there cannot be.
It is good to be aware of all these things as these represent “buses” barreling
down the road and so we need to look in all directions before crossing the street!
This is why I have in recent years tried to explain these things to everyone, to help
them to recognize these dangers and thus avoid getting run over.
Of course only the rarest few will ever comprehend the true nature of this reality
as a manifestation into densities mostly under the direction and influence of the
dark. To equate it in terms of popular culture, it would be like taking a double
dose of those red pills in the stories “The Matrix”.
As I have said in various contexts, the higher correction energies and higher level
beings have no interest or particular concern for human religions, politics,
nationalism, economy, etc. Why would they?
Such notions have only been expressed by channelers of so called “ascended
masters”, ET/alien types, and high level psy/psi-ops whose realm and work is on
behalf of the dark side.
Possibilities exist for something that at the very least represents a positive and
gradual interim transition occur when humans decide to remove themselves
from the social control systems and form cooperative communities amongst
themselves. The better they can do this, the easier it is to detach from all that is so
wrong. But these days, the initial steps required often takes more intentional or
material capacity than most people can muster. Thirty of forty years ago, it was
easier to “go rural”, drop out, tune in, etc. But over the recent decade this has
become increasingly difficult materially with 7 billion people and an extremely
sophisticated and complex social control system, including the high monetary
price on most everything. And too many hold ever more tightly to the illusions of
this existence and will cooperate with one another only when forced to or when it
temporarily is their own self interest.
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It is important to bear in mind that awakened communities or simple cooperative
ones are transitional processes at best, important steps for humans in transition,
but not a goal in themselves.
As to the higher correction energies, these have never been focused on “fixing”
anything in the human social/economic/political realm. Rather, they are focused
on total transformation of the spatial and planetary environments and on
working with those who are most focused upon a spiritual transformation of their
own existence.
I will say that there are some major correction energies here, very deeply and
heavily into the fallen zone. They are partly anchored and partly focused through
some enormous creation scale beings who are very aware of the importance of the
human-Earth situation. The details of human existence are not something that is
of immediate concern, rather it is the larger transformational process as this will
allow for a more complete changeover. However, some spiritually aware and
evolved humans are connecting in to these energies and are helping to bridge the
gap into 3d density.
There are more extreme levels of the sort of global crisis that is presently being
engineered by the global powers that be (TPTB) as they seek to sort out their
factional differences and consolidate power in anticipation of major changes in
the human and planetary environments.
There will be no “utopian” techno-social “fix” for 7 billion people, not even for 1
billion people. Hypothetically, if this were possible somehow, this would only
facilitate the spreading of a diseased state of consciousness on-planet and off.
“Humanity” or more accurately the mass of individual “humans” have been
through very difficult and terrible suffering in the past due to planetary
cataclysms and social disintegrations from diseases, military and economic
warfare. But none of these things have much to do with spiritual evolution, except
to those light beings who are truly learning of the problems of 3d density and
those human selfs who transcend their human animal-tribal existence.
Many of those human selfs who are identifying with their higher levels of
awareness will be separating themselves from their 3d human body self existence.
This is possible and demonstrated, and yet is only one of a few avenues of
ascension. Whatever the situation, one of the main things is to be complete in
oneself, not to have inappropriate attachments to human existence, personal or
collective, and not be governed by the sub-conscient levels of the body self.
The higher levels of the Light have little knowledge of human affairs, politics,
nations, wars, etc. and more importantly do not care or need to know of such
matters. Only the “dark lords”, including their creatures, so-called “ascended
masters”, pay attention to these things because they are focused on perpetual
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refinements of a distorted system of control and on playing their own roles as
self-centered higher level beings. The primary trap and energy extraction system
on earth is focused upon improving their predation upon the higher light of those
beings who have projected a portion of themselves into the human 3d density
matrix.
Of course there are those at the human higher self level that imagine they are
coming up with “solutions”, but this is just a more abstracted version of humans
on earth having meetings and plans for the same. As I have said, it matters not
whether humans have “free energy” technology or continue relying on oil or coal,
what matters first is their spiritual consciousness.
Also, those who are working on new creation are mindful of what is going on here
on earth, but this is not their focus. This I will be discussing a bit further in the
new Updates that follow.
The other problem of course is focused on the question of the human self –most
especially now, the spiritually awakening human self. This in turn leads to a
decoupling or detaching from the very notion of being a human self. It is at this
point that most spiritual aspirants become sidetracked.
In the “old days”, light beings of the Light and of the Dark would come and go
from various human tribal animal selfs. Usually this causes mischief and
suffering and only on rare occasions stimulating a sublime experience. This is
reflected to a large extent in the stories of the Greek gods and the Egyptian
pyramid gods, and those of the ancient Vedics, etc.
However, a gradual accumulation of fragmented human collective memory of
interactions with these higher level beings occurred, conveyed through the faculty
of spoken and written and visual language that was encouraged by these higher
level entities.
Over time the human tribal animal self began to develop a more complex self
awareness and tribal group awareness as well as a growing relationship with
higher level beings of various types, and of the Dark and of the Light.
The human “feeling body” as a zone of the “subtle energy body” became one of
the focal points for the dark side to trap beings of the higher light. After all this
was an important interface for higher vibratory levels to experience 3d. This is
closely coupled to the sub-conscient self. It is due to this dynamic that I am keen
on encouraging everyone to develop a strong capacity of higher discernment –
otherwise the “feeling self” and the “heart-self” are easily manipulated. The
evidence of this is rife among humans of seemingly good intentions who identify
with this, regardless of belief systems (new age or otherwise).
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The other interface was the mind of the self and that was easily tricked and
dominated through control memes or belief systems and fear linked to the
subconscient levels.
One of the questions I am paying close attention to now concerns “spiritual
responsibility” of the higher self or higher level being. Now that a small percent of
the human population is on the edge of spiritual awakening, the question is how
to support this process while minimizing the spread of pain and suffering. The
emergence of spiritually awakened human selfs is one of the remarkable and
unexpected outcomes of the human-earth experience, despite all that has been so
very wrong here. This is also connected to the larger process of the alterations of
this reality and of memory. This is something we will be discussing in future
Updates.
Expressed differently, it is a major new challenge to optimize the emergence of
these nascent awakening human selfs during a time of such great changes to the
social and planetary environments. Greater suffering drives many to levels
desperation that tends to negate higher spiritual existence, while it drives others
to ask their god/ gods to restore the illusionary world so they can go on living a
familiar, although nightmarish dream.
What are those who are more aware and experiencing an expanding state of
consciousness to do while seemingly “stuck” in a human situation, one that is
rapidly in being overtaken by terrible suffering and so much manipulation?
The business of “spiritual responsibility” is one for our higher levels to deal with
at the same time the human-earth situation is swept into a greater encompassing
set of changes.
And yet, for those humans who are awakening to a greater state of existence and
spiritual awareness, it behooves them to focus on ways to distance themselves in
every respect possible –materially and their spiritual consciousness –from what
is going on around them. For many this requires some difficult choices, given the
entrainment by habituation of the human-animal-tribal existence and its
complex social control systems.
As you move into a more awakened and expanded state, there is nothing to be
really angry about. There is however, a growing capacity to comprehend what is
going on in the human realm and discern that it is truly the byproduct of a
degenerate condition stimulated by the dark side –behaviors that are to be
expected under the circumstances. Of course you do not have to like it one bit.
But it does not help your spiritual development to become excessively angry and
upset over this. Okay, indulge in it a little, then let it go. You are much more than
all this. And that is the truth as I see it. For those humans who do not
comprehend even a hint of this, there is nothing whatsoever you can about that.
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The confusion and chaos will grow and there will be no way that any teachings
will be heard. Only by those who have the eyes to see and ears to hear, etc.
One place to start has to do with ones personal completions and learning.
Knowing what is now known to be the case, the question must again be asked by
each of us to ourselves: What have we learned (as a higher level consciousness) in
this realm? Any point at which there is any sense of human failure indicates
where the higher level learning has not taken hold. Likewise, if there is a positive
sense of success as defined by the human social-material realm, then that too is
an insidious attractor. This is why many spiritual systems teach the importance
of consciousness without an object and the importance of high indifference or
detachment. For most humans it is difficult to both be in this state and still
remember ideas, events, feelings, sensations, etc. This is probably why many are
finding ordinary memory recall to be increasingly unreliable these days.
And this then becomes even more reason to live from your spiritual self, even
while going through the motions of ordinary human life. What are your highest
aspirations? What is your highest imaged “attractor”?
Will Earth seemingly go “nova”? Will this be from the subtle levels or a more
external 3d state? When will there be a major crustal/axial shift? Over the next
one or two years will solar or other space energies cause a severe breakdown to
human technology and thus plunge the planetary population into a severe
survival crisis? Will we find that earth or some higher levels of this earth leave
this solar system?
Will there be various forms of a rescue ark for those seemingly unable to extricate
themselves? Yes, but I cannot describe the specifics of the various forms )or nonforms) it will be appearing as, and I cannot say what the time it will arrive, nor at
whether it will be at Harry Potter’s “Platform #9 ¾”.
Meanwhile, let us try to stay the course and attend to our human completions
and higher learning. There is much to be gained by this and it is something that is
of great service at many levels. At least stay as long as it is tolerable and
appropriate to you.
There is one other thing that is implicated with the knowledge that light beings
may come and go from human “hosts”. Over time, this relationship became more
and more a long term marriage, from before birth even. Partly this was due to the
influence of the dark and their manipulation of “karma”. Partly this was due to
the increasing interest by light beings to more deeply understand 3d density and
the unique experience of being an individuation through a human self that could
appear separate from higher Oneness.
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This raises additional questions of spiritual responsibility of the light beings/soul
beings that developed their participations in this realm. Questions that I
discussed in the context of articles on the human higher self.
This also implicates the possibility of the awakening human self to depart its
physical vehicle in the embrace of its higher level associated being. This is one
path of various ones that are involved in ascension.
I am writing more on this for the A-List update. I am not sure where this will
wind up, but it seems that it is time to brings this up as we all prepare for some
major changes.
-ASK
Postscript
Re: High Spiritual Responsibility
In discussing the higher level problems of leaving generations of humanity to slog
it through increasing suffering that stems from thousands of years under the
Dark, I made a pointed comment concerning high level spiritual responsibility/
irresponsibility. On the one hand there are concerns of basic “spiritual ethics” of
keeping an enormous human population living in a degenerated social and
material environment that was directed and implemented by the dark forces and
their human agencies. Why prolong such suffering? Why oblige a massive
population to work it all out and to create something more in keeping with the
higher Oneness? On the other had there was also the risk that a portion of the
future human population would remember enough to reject the higher spiritual
Intelligence in favor of some new expression of separation and the Dark. (One of
the dangers of promoting “human sovereignty”.)
Presently there is an enormous field of correction energies present and
interpenetrated with the dark zone. These energies are better described as
immense creation beings which are seemingly immune to the Dark. The
question by extension is to what extent can these correction energies influence
the emergence of a new human, one that is spiritually evolved and working in
league with the higher Oneness and associated Correction Energies. This is
presently a “work in progress”. Any new volunteers?
The alternative is one of removing most of the unbalanced ecosystems, including
the human population, and giving “the Experiment” a fresh start. The
“Experiment” I refer to is that of creating an individuated being that has a
personal self identity that can work with and through the higher Oneness in
manifesting a new reality that can test and explore 3d density yet do so without
antagonistic conflict that is endemic to the Dark fallen zone.
-ASK
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Carrying On and Going Forth
October 26, 2011
For the human self, there is the problem of “carrying on”, for the awakening
human self there is additional problem or challenge of how to “carry on” while
staying focused on the higher levels of being. At some point these two may
(emphasis on may) be so divergent that a decision is needed by the evolving
human self, perhaps in supportive concert with its higher levels of being.
For those human selfs with families –children, parents, or spousal –there is the
added challenge of maintaining those relationships. For some this can become a
question of whether to maintain these relationships and if so, how. This is all so
difficult for any caring individual and made even more difficult by the social
control matrix values that reinforce distorted parameters of “success” and
conformity upon one and all.
Historically, this is what “renunciates” were all about. They renounced all
possible ties to the ordinary human world and went into individual or collective
seclusion or cloister to better focus upon the Divine, whatever that might have
meant to each of them.
I would like to believe that those who are most focused upon the Divine are so
close that it is more a matter of maintaining oneself in good condition with as
little as necessary. And I do believe this to be the case, by the way.
I cannot and do not advise anyone as what to do, only to inform, guide, and share
my perceptions. And on occasion, share a little of my own personal situation and
personal direction for whatever it is worth.
As I have written before and will continue to reiterate, as a human presence, “I”
will be staying on as long as it is tolerable and appropriate. I am here to continue
to participate, observe, and occasionally advise. My interest at the human levels
has a lot to do with the details of the transformational changes of the correction
energies, the alterations of memory, and the extent to which nascent awakening
humans can be helped to a new transitional next stage of being. At other levels,
there are naturally other foci of interest and concern.
I am offering to work with a small number of people to help them in their
preparation for transition. My personal interest and focus has to do with the high
attractors and the completion process of ones human individuation. My point of
view is only partly human and is moving mostly toward levels that can help the
evolving human self acquire an expanded perspective more quickly. At least that
is what I have found. Detachment from the human social matrix is also a part of
this. Thus it is not for everyone. It is like taking more than one “red pill” at the
same time.
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I also know that a small percentage of those making this transition may find
themselves in a state of “high coherency” and even their bodies will vibrate out of
this zone of manifestation. Exciting as this last bit may sound, it is only an
experiment that a small portion will be undertaking, it is not the “sine qua non”
of ascension.
-ASK
Postscript:
It is not simply either or matter –embodied and suffering the matrix versus non3d-physical, etc. There is no reason to prematurely project such extremes.
There are also those who, in their own ways, stayed human, avoided conflict with
the human realm they found themselves in until it was obviously “their time to
go” –and whatever that meant of course was unique to each. Some of these
people became very “holy” in their own ways.
But we live in a different period, a different situation than decades or a mere
century ago. We are living at the time of an enormous bifurcation in existence
and living at a time of what I would like to call “The Great Correction”.
This is amazing in so many ways. And of course you do not need to remain in
human form to be part of that.
But the human form has allowed those who are highly conscious to directly
“Know” the dynamics of 3d and other levels of extreme density in ways that no
other higher level beings were capable of or dared to attempt.
This is also so very amazing as well.
-ASK
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Humanity’s Near-Term Future
October 31, 2011
Earth 1:
By “Earth 1” I am referring to this human-Earth reality we are familiar with. One
future view of those who see themselves benefiting from “technology of the
matrix” and it s associated “techno-fascism” of modern society is conveyed in is
this promotional video from Microsoft (no need to watch all six minutes to get
the drift) -http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6cNdhOKwi0&feature=youtube. Bear in
mind this was created by professional advertising team and extensively reviewed
by Microsoft senior executives before being released. In other words, one can
infer a great deal of the mindset of the people who are involved from creative
ideation process to execution. This is little different than the time-clock regulated
society of 20th century method-time-motion manufacturing systems or that of the
future described in the story “Fahrenheit 451”.
More extreme versions include the perverse vision of people like Ray Kurzweil
and many others like him who look forward to a fusion of cybernetics and human
biology to create some version of immortality, one based upon the dark side of
duality. And then there some morphed projection depicted in movies like
“Soylent Green”, “Children of Men”, “Mad Max”, “Waterworld”, or “The
Postman” in which humans have degenerated into a broken down technologydependent society dominated by intense survivalist tribal conflicts. This is
already occurring in pockets here and there throughout the world.
Likely it would be some mix of all of the above with both small and large pockets
of people throughout the world continuing to struggle along in a manner
reminiscent of the early 1900’s for industrial societies and the 1800’s for those
still concentrated in areas of remote rural life. The main difference between these
historical references and present day is the dramatic increase in population and
the even more dramatic increase in the toxicity of the terrestrial living
environment.
As we look at the state and general direction of human life on Earth today, it
would be a mix of all these are the emerging social realities for most humans.
Those who have “regular jobs” maintaining information flows of information,
complex manufacturing, and maintenance of critical systems will likely continue
to be marginally enfranchised into the “control matrix”, much as they are now.
Transitional Earth 1:
For a some interim period, there will be pockets of people living cooperatively
with one another, some forced into cooperation by the inability to survive within
the dominant social matrix, some will choose this voluntarily because they know
it is a better way for them to live. Here and there will be found individuals or
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groups that are primarily focused on spiritual evolution primarily and material
survival only secondarily and as necessary.
Beyond 3d:
There are many avenues some with some sort of light body embodiment, some as
part of a larger collective being. Some will be maintaining something of what may
have been familiar from their human memories in some evolving astral or higher
level state. Some from any combination of these will maintain some ties to their
recently former earthly human existence to lend support to those who are
humanly embodied to move on in their spiritual evolution.
Whether these scenarios will be accelerated by some range of predicted globalscale cataclysmic events or will simply “snowball” from rapidly deteriorating
conditions that are already quite evident is still an unknown at this point.
There is the possibility of some extra-planetary comic events catalyzing some sort
of global near death experience. I will not speculate on the nature of this here, but
it remains a possibility. The result will be a rapid sorting out of everything
without exception.
Meanwhile, there are those massive cosmic scale correction energies that are here
and now and which have included earth, humans, and the entire region of the
fallen sector as something within their body. This is a very positive step that both
contains the dark and provides the ability to clear the entire space, not just Earth,
in ways that support the emergence of a new Earth and a new way of being.
Conclusion
I know that many want to know about now, about the future of a year or two from
now and this may not be the sort of thing they want to hear. I also must say that
my sense of the timing may be off a little. But consider the immediacy of
economic collapse, the rise of the military police state, and growing prospect of
nuclear war at a regional or global level.
However, and there always seems to be a “however” in these things, for those who
are most steadily focused upon their spiritual evolution and successful in
detaching from the surrounding human milieu, there is the business of
combining with these high “correction energies”, identifying with only that which
is of the true light in themselves and everywhere, and in attending to their own
completions as a nascent spiritual human self.
-ASK
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Private Sessions:

A “Limited Offer” for A Limited Time
In response to the changes occurring and the likelihood that I will not be
available to people to the extent that I am now, I would like to make this effort to
be of assistance to those who are in the process of making enormous changes in
their awareness and to their existence. Some of you may find yourselves in more
of a role in teaching and helping others.
I have long decried the charging of money for spiritual information and spiritual
knowledge as that should not be charged for, unless it is simply the cost of
reasonably priced books.
What I offer is not focused on spiritual “information”, rather it is about learning
to discern for oneself, learning patterns that can support higher level discerning,
and developing better internal self referencing.
This is not about studying anything, other than your own internal faculties and
developing your higher faculties. This in turn facilitates bridging your human
and higher self. I have posed difficult questions for readers to contemplate, such
as what is the deeper learning of your own human existence and that of humanity
as a whole, etc. I have challenged everyone to address their own completions and
to probe deeply into their higher attractors.
I am charging for my time partly because I choose to and partly because it sets up
the right sort of “at-tension” to help pay closer attention. Some who are reading
this have the potential to be teachers and guides to others during this transition
period. (As some here know, I do not ask for payment from those who simply
have not the money. If you wish to contribute towards those who may not have
available funds, please let me know.)
It was plain from earlier open discussion sessions that there was a wide range of
cognitive capacity and maturity. Those stuck in old spiritual beliefs and patterns
found it hard to move forward and those who seem more advanced in their
understanding found the content not challenging enough for them. (Of course
those who tend to be more advanced in their spiritual knowledge often can learn
a great deal by simply paying attention to where others are in their process and
thus learn more about their own in the process of a deeper listening.)
As it was when I was a consultant many years ago, my time and attention would
be retained through a monthly or quarterly fee. Unlike when I was a consultant in
the diseased “matrix world”, I will consider a sliding scale. The suggested fee is
$500 to $1000 per month, paid in advance, depending on how much personal
time you would like each week.
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Sessions will be conducted by phone and email as may be appropriate. Each week
we will set aside time for phone sessions for each person. If possible, I may be
able to arrange a one or two-way online video link to add a little more “personal”
effect.
For those who wish to meet in person for a period of time, we will help you with a
price range of suggested accommodations that are within a reasonable drive to
where we are. You will need to cover all your own expenses. Time spent here will
include a great deal of outdoor time, especially on and in the ocean.
You will get out of these sessions what you put into it. They will be challenging in
many ways, for you as well as for me. My role is to facilitate your process and the
agenda is yours. I am not going to give you advice on what to do with yourself and
I am not going to be doing formal “readings”.
There is also some possibility that John Crawford will be joining in on some of
these sessions.
In the course of these, I use a combination of deeper questioning and mirroring,
didactic approaches including stories, and direct analysis to assist you in your
process. At times I might ask you to read certain material that will mostly be
available as online files.
But if you think this is “merely” about ideas, thoughts, and thought process,
“think again”!
This is really about pure and direct investigation by you, of your own core
consciousness. We begin with a confidential questionnaire that includes essay
style questions and a general waiver/disclaimer. Those who will be participating
will also have a copy of my official and non-official bio’s for their reference. If it is
possible, I will consider a secure video hookup via web browser, but no promises.
I am glad to have a short introductory email and phone visit with you if you wish
to make this a first step in the process.
What you email me and what we cover in these sessions, will not be shared with
anyone else.
-Alex
info@pfcn.net
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An Invocation, An Intention, An Attention
Please feel free to adapt this in a manner that works best for you. Please do attend
to this evening before retiring and during the day as well.
* I call upon my lower, middle and higher self. I call to my highest source
origins and connection to the highest levels of true Oneness and Creator of All.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and descend my entire being down to my human levels and beyond.
* I also invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction
energies to enter and flow through the space between my atoms and create and
maintain a continuous flow through the entirety of all of my being.
* I also call to me all the particles of the true light in my being and ask the
particles of true light in my being to also call to me.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485
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